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Uncovering Student Thinking About Mathematics In The Common Core
Grades 6 8
Teaching Mathematics in Grades 6 - 12 by Randall E. Groth explores how research in mathematics education can inform
teaching practice in grades 6-12. The author shows preservice mathematics teachers the value of being a
"researcher—constantly experimenting with methods for developing students' mathematical thinking—and connecting this
research to practices that enhance students' understanding of the material. Ultimately, preservice teachers will gain a
deeper understanding of the types of mathematical knowledge students bring to school, and how students' thinking may
develop in response to different teaching strategies.
Mathematics Teacher Noticing is the first book to examine research on the particular type of noticing done by
teachers---how teachers pay attention to and make sense of what happens in the complexity of instructional situations. In
the midst of all that is happening in a classroom, where do mathematics teachers look, what do they see, and what sense
do they make of it? This groundbreaking collection begins with an overview of the construct of noticing and the various
historical, theoretical, and methodological perspectives on teacher noticing. It then focuses on studies of mathematics
teacher noticing in the context of teaching and learning and concludes by suggesting links to other constructs integral to
teaching. By collecting the work of leaders in the field in one volume, the editors present the current state of research and
provide ideas for how future work could further the field.
Staff development expert Leslie Laud provides seven research-based practices that show teachers how to implement
formative assessment, create tiered instruction, and manage a multitasking classroom.
This book provides 25 easily administered assessments of learners' math knowledge that help teachers monitor learning
in real time and improve all students' math skills.
This book "helps teachers collect accurate formative data about students' strengths and weaknesses to increase
mathematical understandings for all learners" - back cover.
Use assessment to inform instruction and learning in the science classroom! Science education expert Page Keeley
shares 75 specific techniques that help K–12 science teachers determine students’ understanding of key concepts and
design learning opportunities that will deepen students’ mastery of content and standards. These flexible assessments
can be used with any science curriculum, and the author describes: How each technique promotes student learning
Considerations for design and implementation, such as required materials, timing, modeling the technique, and grouping
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students Modifications for different types of students or purposes Ways the techniques can be used in other content
areas
Seeing is believing with this interactive approach to math instruction Do you ever wish your students could read each
other’s thoughts? Now they can—and so can you! This newest book by veteran mathematics educators provides
instructional strategies for maximizing students’ mathematics comprehension by integrating visual thinking into the
classroom. Included are numerous grade-specific sample problems for teaching essential concepts such as number
sense, fractions, and estimation. Among the many benefits of visible thinking are: Interactive student-to-student learning
Increased class participation Development of metacognitive thinking and problem-solving skills
Contains 25 research-based assessment probes designed specifically for High School and the new Common Core Standards for
Mathematics.
The Curriculum Topic Study (CTS) process, funded by the US National Science Foundation, helps teachers improve their practice by linking
standards and research to content, curriculum, instruction, and assessment. Key to the core book Science Curriculum Topic Study, this
resource helps science professional development leaders and teacher educators understand the CTS approach and how to design, lead, and
apply CTS in a variety of settings that support teachers as learners. The authors provide everything needed to facililtate the CTS process,
including: a solid foundation in the CTS framework; multiple designs for half-day and full-day workshops, professional learning communities,
and one-on-one instructional coaching; facilitation, group processing, and materials management strategies; and a CD-ROM with handouts,
PowerPoint slides, and templates. By bringing CTS into schools and other professional development settings, science leaders can enhance
their teachers' knowlege of content, improve teaching practices, and have a positive impact on student learning.
Pinpoint and reverse math misconceptions with laser-like accuracy Quickly and reliably uncover common math misconceptions in Grades 6-8
with these convenient and easy-to-implement diagnostic tools! Bestselling authors Cheryl Tobey and Carolyn Arline provide 25 new
assessment probes that pinpoint subconcepts within the new Common Core Standards for Mathematics to promote deep learning and expert
math instruction--while learning is already underway. Completely CCSM aligned, these grade-specific probes eliminate the guesswork and
help teachers: Systematically address conceptual and procedural mistakes Help students better understand areas of struggle Plan targeted
instruction that covers Grades 6-8 CCSM mathematical processes and proficiencies
Assessing math concepts is a continuum of assessments that focus on important core concepts and related "critical learning phases" that
must be in place for children to understand and be successful in mathematics. This series is based on the premise that teachers can provide
more effective instruction when they are aware of the essential steps that children move through in developing an understanding of
foundational mathematical ideas. The assessment tools presented here provide teachers with the information they need to determine
precisely what children need to learn. Students progress confidently when teachers are able to provide appropriately challenging learning
experiences. - Back cover
Get to the core of your students' understanding of math Your wait is over: finally, easy-to-implement diagnostic tools to help you quickly and
reliably identify your students' understanding of Common Core math concepts, then determine next steps to accelerate instruction.
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Completely aligned with the Common Core mathematics standards, Cheryl Tobey and Emily Fagan's 20 formative assessment probes will
enable you to: Determine each child's prior knowledge of basic math and numeracy Identify common student misconceptions before they
become long-term problems Make sound instructional decisions, targeted at specific concepts and responsive to specific needs
This is a must-have book if you're going to tackle the challenging concepts of force and motion in your classroom. -Designed for leaders, this guide explores how to use CTS as a professional development tool to strengthen mathematics programs and
improve teaching and learning.
Your game plan for unlocking mathematics by focusing on students’ strengths. What if instead of focusing on what students haven’t
mastered, we identify their mathematical strengths and build on students’ points of power? Beth McCord Kobett and Karen S. Karp highlight
five key teaching turnarounds are presented: identify teaching strengths, leverage students’ strengths, design instruction from a strengthsbased perspective, help students identify their points of power, and promote strengths in the school community. Each chapter provides
opportunities to reflect and transfer practice while also sharing · Downloadable resources, activities, and tools · Examples of student work
within Grades K–6 · Real teachers’ notes and reflections for discussion
Formative assessment informs the design of learning opportunities that take students from their existing ideas of science to the scientific
ideas and practices that support conceptual understanding. Science Formative Assessment shows K-12 educators how to weave formative
assessment into daily instruction. Discover 75 assessment techniques linked to the Next Generation Science Standards and give classroom
practices a boost with: Descriptions of how each technique promotes learning Charts linking core concepts at each grade level to scientific
practices Implementation guidance, such as required materials and student grouping Modifications for different learning styles Ideas for
adapting techniques to other content areas
What if teachers could dramatically reduce the amount of time they spend reviewing and correcting student work and actually see better
results in terms of student learning? That’s the goal of Glen Pearsall, who shares dozens of classroom-tested strategies that lessen
teachers’ workload while increasing students’ class participation and improving their understanding. Readers will learn how to • Refine their
classroom questioning techniques to continually check students’ progress and provide instant feedback; • Encourage students to internalize
learning goals so they better understand what is expected of them; • Use fast, formative assessment strategies to check and correct during
class time; • Modify traditional summative-testing strategies to monitor student progress in a formative way; • Speed up the correction
process via student self-proofing, representative sampling, and helpful technology tools; and • Engage students in becoming actively involved
in assessing their own work. Drawing from his own experience as a teacher and coach, Pearsall offers practical, real-world advice in the form
of techniques that are both effective and sustainable in the everyday classroom. The result is smarter assessment—for both teachers and
students.
Appropriate for all grade levels, these 25 field-tested, easy-to-use mathematics assessment probes help teachers modify instruction by
determining students' understanding of core mathematical concepts.
Deepen scientific understanding with formative assessment! Only by really knowing what your students are thinking can you design learning
opportunities that deepen content mastery and meet their individual needs. In this highly engaging resource, internationally respected expert
Page Keeley shares 50 new techniques to pinpoint student understanding before, during, and after instruction. In addition to promoting best
practices in the classroom, the techniques shared here support learning and link instruction to the Next Generation Science Standards. These
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flexible assessments can be used with any science curriculum, along with: Practical strategies for use throughout the instruction cycle
Considerations for implementation and suggestions for modification An explanation of how each technique promotes learning
The teaching number sense series focuses on the critical role that number sense plays in students' developing mathematical understanding.
Number sense encompasses a wide range of abilities, including being able to make reasonable estimates and to think and reason flexibly.
Take the guesswork out of high school math instruction! Quickly and reliably uncover common math misconceptions in Grades 9-12 with
these convenient and easy-to-implement diagnostic tools! Bestselling authors Cheryl Rose Tobey and Carolyn B. Arline provide 25 new
assessment probes that pinpoint subconcepts within the Common Core State Standards to promote deep learning and expert math
instruction—all while learning is underway. Completely Common Core aligned, these grade-specific probes eliminate the guesswork and will
help you Systematically address conceptual and procedural mistakes Pinpoint where students are struggling Plan targeted instruction in
algebra, functions, logarithms, geometry, trigonometric ratios, statistics and probability, and more

Take the guesswork out of grades 3-5 math assessment! Quickly pinpoint and reverse your students’ common math difficulties
with this detailed and easy-to-follow resource from best-selling authors Cheryl Tobey and Carolyn Arline. Twenty research-based
assessment probes help you ask the right questions to uncover just where your students get confused – while learning is already
underway. These CCSM-aligned probes eliminate all guesswork and will help you: Systematically address conceptual and
procedural mistakes Plan targeted instruction and remediation in multiplication and division, problem solving, the four operations,
factorization, and beyond Master essential CCSM mathematical processes and proficiencies for Grades 3-5
Author Page Keeley continues to provide KOCo12 teachers with her highly usable and popular formula for uncovering and
addressing the preconceptions that students bring to the classroomOCothe formative assessment probeOCoin this first book
devoted exclusively to life science in her Uncovering Student Ideas in Science series. Keeley addresses the topics of life and its
diversity; structure and function; life processes and needs of living things; ecosystems and change; reproduction, life cycles, and
heredity; and human biology."
Transform your mathematics instruction with this rich collection of formative assessment techniques Award-winning author Page
Keeley and mathematics expert Cheryl Rose Tobey apply the successful format of Keeley’s best-selling Science Formative
Assessment to mathematics. They provide 75 formative assessment strategies and show teachers how to use them to inform
instructional planning and better meet the needs of all students. Research shows that formative assessment has the power to
significantly improve learning, and its many benefits include: Stimulation of metacognitive thinking Increased student engagement
Insights into student thinking Development of a discourse community
Everything you need to promote mathematical thinking and learning! Good math teachers have a robust repertoire of strategies to
move students’ learning forward. This new volume from award-winning author Page Keeley and mathematics expert Cheryl Rose
Tobey helps you improve student outcomes with 50 all-new formative assessment classroom techniques (FACTS) that are
embedded throughout a cycle of instruction. Descriptions of how the FACTs promote learning and inform teaching, including
illustrative examples, support the inextricable link between instruction and learning. Useful across disciplines, Keeley and Tobey’s
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purposeful assessment techniques help K-12 math teachers: Promote conceptual understanding Link techniques to core ideas
and practices Modify instruction for diverse learners Seamlessly embed formative assessment throughout the stages of instruction
Focus on learning targets and feedback Instead of a one-size fits all approach, you can build a bridge between your students’
initial ideas and correct mathematical thinking with this one-of-a-kind resource!
There are many questions about the mathematical preparation teachers need. Recent recommendations from a variety of sources
state that reforming teacher preparation in postsecondary institutions is central in providing quality mathematics education to all
students. The Mathematics Teacher Preparation Content Workshop examined this problem by considering two central questions:
What is the mathematical knowledge teachers need to know in order to teach well? How can teachers develop the mathematical
knowledge they need to teach well? The Workshop activities focused on using actual acts of teaching such as examining student
work, designing tasks, or posing questions, as a medium for teacher learning. The Workshop proceedings, Knowing and Learning
Mathematics for Teaching, is a collection of the papers presented, the activities, and plenary sessions that took place.
Get to the core of your students’ understanding of math! Quickly and reliably identify your primary students’ math knowledge with
these convenient and easy-to-implement diagnostic tools! Tobey and Fagan provide 25 new assessments specifically for Grades
K–2 and directly aligned with the Common Core. Organized by strand, the probes will enable you to: Quickly and objectively
evaluate each child’s prior knowledge of basic math and numeracy Systematically address common mistakes and obstacles
before they become long-term problems Make sound instructional choices to improve all students’ math skills
Discussing standards, research, and more, these 30 probes help secondary teachers assess students' grasp of core mathematics
concepts and modify their instruction to improve student achievement.

Transform mathematics learning from “doing” to “thinking” American students are losing ground in the global
mathematical environment. What many of them lack is numeracy—the ability to think through the math and apply it outside
of the classroom. Referencing the new common core and NCTM standards, the authors outline nine critical thinking
habits that foster numeracy and show you how to: Monitor and repair students’ understanding Guide students to
recognize patterns Encourage questioning for understanding Develop students’ mathematics vocabulary Included are
several numeracy-rich lesson plans, complete with clear directions and student handouts.
Using probes as diagnostic tools that identify and analyze students’ preconceptions, teachers can easily move students
from where they are in their current thinking to where they need to be to achieve scientific understanding.
How is that you can walk into a classroom and gain an overall sense of the quality of math instruction taking place there?
What contributes to getting that sense? In Math Sense, Chris Moynihan explores some of the components that comprise
the look, sound, and feel of effective teaching and learning. Does the landscape of the classroom feature such items as
student work samples, a math literature collection, and a number line? Do the lessons include wait time, checks for
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understanding, and written feedback? Do you feel a spirit of collaboration, risk taking, and a sense of pride? In Math
Sense, Chris provides a series of self-assessment rubrics to help you identify the earmarks of a vibrant mathematics
community that will help inform and refine your practice. This practical guide offers a road map for taking stock of your
teaching and building a stronger mathematics classroom environment for you and your students.
"This resource provides classroom-tested ideas and methods for linking math and literature skills in the primary grades.
Incorporating popular literature into math instruction offers an opportunity for students to experience mathematics
separately from the traditional routine of workbook and textbook exercises. Ten classroom lessons, student samples, and
bibliography are included."--pub. desc.

What do your students know or think they know about what causes night and day, whether the Moon orbits the Earth,
and why the Sun keeps glowing? Find out with this book on astronomy, the latest in NSTA s popular Uncovering Student
Ideas in Science series. The 45 astronomy probes provide situations that will pique your students interest while helping
you evaluate their understanding (or misunderstanding) of how the universe operates. The book is organised into four
broad sections: the Earth and gravity; the Earth, Sun, and Moon system; the solar system and gravity in space; and stars,
galaxies, and the universe. As the authors note, it s not always easy to help students untangle mistaken ideas. Using this
powerful set of tools to identify students preconceptions is an excellent first step to helping your students achieve
scientific understanding.
With a focus on children's mathematical thinking, this second edition adds new material on the mathematical principles
underlying children's strategies, a new online video that illustrates student teacher interaction, and examines the
relationship between CGI and the Common Core State Standards for Mathematics.
A proven program for enhancing students' thinking and comprehension abilities Visible Thinking is a research-based
approach to teaching thinking, begun at Harvard's Project Zero, that develops students' thinking dispositions, while at the
same time deepening their understanding of the topics they study. Rather than a set of fixed lessons, Visible Thinking is
a varied collection of practices, including thinking routines?small sets of questions or a short sequence of steps?as well
as the documentation of student thinking. Using this process thinking becomes visible as the students' different
viewpoints are expressed, documented, discussed and reflected upon. Helps direct student thinking and structure
classroom discussion Can be applied with students at all grade levels and in all content areas Includes easy-toPage 6/7
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implement classroom strategies The book also comes with a DVD of video clips featuring Visible Thinking in practice in
different classrooms.
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